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Unit-1: Media Coverage: Post-1990
1.0 UNIT STRUCTURE
1.1 Learning objectives
1.2 Introduction
1.3 The World Today
1.4 New Definition of Global news
1.5 Media Coverage: Post-1990
1.5.1 Media Influence on Popular Opinion and Different Wars
1.5.2 Rule of Thumb or Common-Sense
1.5.3 Covering Bosnia
1.6 The Violent Conflicts of Yogoslavia: A Case Study
1.6.1 Political and Economic Disputes
1.6.2 Embeds and Real-time Videography in Iraq
1.6.3 Death of Journalists
1.6.4 New wars and News Correspondents
1.7 CNN Gold standard of Global News
1.8 Coverage of Gulf Conflicts: A Critical Study
1.8.1 Lynndie England and Jessica Lynch
1.8.2 Abu Ghraib Photographs
1.8.3 Al-Jazeera: News from Beyond London and Atlanta
Check Your Progress

1.1 Learning Objectives
After completion of this unit the learnes will able to understand;
 Media coverage in wars
 Vilont conflicts of Yogoslavia
 Standadisation of global news

1.2 Introduction
While increasing communication has contributed significantly to international
understanding, this has not increased international amity as per expectations. But wise
people with their good intentions refuse to give up their hope and believe that times will
change and a system of free, balanced and open communication will be established.
However, such an opinion is not so easily held, because for its realization is being
threatened time and again, not necessarily, by any failure in technological or
institutional progress but, by the suspicious nature of human beings which raises the
haunting question- whether they really want to communicate among themselves- for
global peace, equality and sustainable development of environment.
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Those who believe that the mere capacity of the human beings to communicate is
sufficient to deter them from slaughtering one another must come to grips with all
important questions that we have just mentioned. Infact, logical appraisal of all
communicative systems will ultimately point the path toward reason, global sanity and
peace.

1.3 The World Today
Twentieth century started with the blood and gore of First World War, followed by
Second World War and many other conflicts, ending with violent activities including
those of terrorism and onset of an uncertainty of weapons and skulls being shed in
ensuing times. Journalist of the cable News Network (CNN), Wolf Blitzer who
anchored the channel's widely popular flagship newscast “The World Today" explains
the degree of this danger in her foreword to Professor Tony Siivia's book "Global News
Perspectives on the Information Age" in the following manner.
Today, we see shootings, killings and warfare on television - often live. People have
always been doing these kinds of horrendous things.
At the end of the 19th century, Europe had known a continental war for 85 years.
People had a certain self-deception about war and fighting, an infatuation with conflict,
which explains in part, why they were so thrilled when the soldiers marched off to a
world war in 1914.
Prior to that in a hundred years the world did not know about death camps, about
poison gas and certainly not about a regular holocaust. They had not experienced Lenin
is more Stalinism or Nazism or the totalitarian dictatorship.
They could still describe the contest of nations as “The Great Game”. We know now it
was no game at all. In this age of instant global news, there are no excuses for claiming
“we just didn't know”.
We must always be on our guard, says Wolf Blitzer, to ensure that free speech and a
free press grows rather than shrink. Blitzerreminds us the words of singer Marylin
Manson: “Times have not become more violent. They have just become more
televised".
A continuing assault on the noble profession of journalism is underway. Journalists
have been targeted around the world. The former Secretary General of the United
Nations, has summed up their violent activities thus: “Each time a journalist is Killed or
attacked, society at large suffersa great wound". The same is true when a struggling
newspaper is shut down in this because a political set-up or a terrorist group just can't
bear the truth. An aggressive broadcast station is silenced because someone in the helm
of affairs is irritated.
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In this new age of Internet and knowledge, we must ensure that angry and misguided
hackers do not disturb the serenity of free speech and free access of all to information.
There is no difference between those who throttle a news paper from running its
printing presses or use electronic devices to prevent a radio or a television station from
airing the news and views and those including the government who disrupt the Internet,
by being fearful of allowing people to have their access to independent informationRight to information is fundamental for peoples „existence. It is a universal right.
Today this world, even after the cold-war remains a very dangerous as well as
threatened place. The responsibility lies on the shoulders of the journalists to report the
events and interpret them wisely, so people comprehend their true meanings. The
nuclear holocausts of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan were worst war crimes against
the humanity. Unfortunately, since the Second World War, other crimes against
humanity have not been lacking with the number of killing ever rising. Vietnam,
Cambodia, the Gulf States, Chechnya, Syria, the Balkans, the middle-East and Africa
are glaring examples of the same.
In Africa, more than a million Biafrans, in Cambodia two million and in Rwanda and
Burundi half a million people were killed. But the deaths will be many millions if we
add the number the dead in other wars and the number of deaths in other wars that the
terrorists have caused around the world.
Wolf Blitzes says: "Yes the world is dangerous, and yes all the proper lessons, still
have not beenlearned. But progress does happen. Right does triumph, sometimes with
the help of global reporting. Through aggressive reporting, we (the reporters) distance
ourselves in the most fundamental way from the people who witnessed massacres and
did nothing; who heard stories of concentration camps and gas chambers but ignored
them, who carried torches and banners mindlessly, who heard the harangues and went
along and in so doing let history happen to them and to others”.
Dale JacQuette, in his book “Journalistic Ethics - moral Responsibility in the media”
comments that “The press can provide the necessary information to help persons of
goodwill, curbin justices and take a lead in helping to keepa free society's foreign
policy proceeding in a morally justified direction. A free pressat its best can help a
nation properly guide it, stopping it from going a stray.
“There is much work for the journalists to do. Journalists will never run out of facts
toreport or causes to champion. The questions concerningthe quality of journalism is
ultimately the questions of journalistic ethics. Every deserving person benefits when
journalists perform their duties in accord with the standards of journalistic ethics, as
journalists do their essential part to uphold the moral rights and responsibilities of a free
press in a free society.
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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1.4 The New Definition of Global News
A narrow definition of news is limited to the events that are perceived to affect people's
lives the most. A news executive may tell," News is what we say it is; they don't know
what's news until we tell them”. Here we assume that the word “they” refers to viewers.
For a news director- news is what people are about and that‟s basically three things: the
firedown the street, the latest movie that everyone wants and the best soft drink to buy.
And a new-comer to the profession of journalism will not go wrong by staying focused
on three things:
• what is within a viewer's direct frame of referee or experience. For example, the
fire he or she passes on the way home or sees it from her window,
• a more or less guaranteed shared cultural experience. For example, the fact that
everyone was standing in linein front of the ticket counter or
• the “pocket book" issues the stories that direct people to the most value for their
hard-earned money.
But this was the practice of serving television news, especially to the Americans
viewers since the beginning of the medium in the 1950s. In each television market of
America, basically three network affiliated stations delivered viewers what was news.
These three networks-CBS (Columbia Broadcasting System), NBC (National
Broadcasting company) and ABC(American Broadcasting company) were known as
the "Big Three".News anchors in these institutions, used bite-sized chunks of
information and conveyed community news a couple of times-usually between 6pm and
11 pm.6:30 pm specifically was reserved forforeign or world news.
The American viewers were captive at two levels:
• they have to watch only what the prevailing media of that time selected to tell the
mand
• they also have to watch the evening news at prescribed times.
And there was no competition. This meant a significant vision of the news was safe and
intact both for the news people and TV audiences.
On June 1 1980, Ted Turner, Atlanta, Georgia launched his CNN (Cable News
Network). Turner‟s vision was large; his budget formidable. But the ground reality was
something different: only about 20 percent of American house holds had cable
television which meant Turner's channel reached less than 2 million Americans,which
again meant that it was not at all possible to make a profit. But Turner's vision was to
become a reality because of the growing system of communication satellites which
would facilitate him to deliver CNN not only nation wide but also worldwide.
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Nobody, not even Turner himself, knew that he stormed into the television market to
turn the table at the Three Bigs of Americain this business the CBS, NBC and ABC and
become a model for all television networks around the world.
What did Turner really do? The answer is thathe changed the concept of news
particularly, global news from the perspectives, of both content and delivery. Turner's
ambition as Prof. Tony Silvia says was “to create an international news service that
would expand the definition of news to include people and concerns beyond our rural
and urban borders". Turner wrote in a staff memo:
“It is the policy that any person, even to which is not part of the
United States be referred to as international, rather than foreign… the
word foreign implies something, unfamiliar and creates a perception of
misunderstanding. In contrast international means "among nation” and
promotes unity”.
Turner's concept was “news on demand” around the clock, 24 hours, seven days.
CNN gradually made dramatic, emphatic and lasting contribution to how news was
imagined, produced and delivered. The channel significantly altered the concept of
what news is no longer news what “we” tell “them” it is no longer does it confine itself
to events within a community‟s direct sphere of experience, or within the narrow
geographical limits, or to the times of the day, evening of night.
Now, not only just the TV viewers, but also the newspaper readers have taken the reins
demanding immediate information whenever they want and wherever they are.

1.5 Media Coverage: Post-1990
The continuity of journalistic values against the background of an increasingly
sophisticated media technology is beautifully expressed in the following account of
today's international news networks facilitated by the growth of electronic information
technology,William A Hachten and James. F.Scotton, in their book "The world News
Prism" writes:
“The expanded international news system is largely an out growth of
Western news media, especially those of Britain, the United States, and to
a lesser degree, France and Germany.
A world news system exists today, because the people of western
democracies wanted the world news, and the great independent
newspapers, news magazines, news agencies, and later, broadcast
organisations have cooperated and competed to satisfy those wants and
needs. Editors, and correspondents, workingfor independent (that's to say,
non governmental)and profit-making news organisations, have developed
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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the traditions and patterns of providing the almost instantaneous world
news upon which people everywhere have come to rely.
The credibility and legitimacy that such news generally enjoys rests on its usually nonofficial and independently gathered nature as well as its informational or generally,
objective content.
The enduring ethic of western journalism was summed up more than one hundred years
ago by an editor of the “Times"of London:
"The first duty of the press is to obtain the earliest and most correct intelligence of the
events of the time and instantly, by disclosing them to make them the common property
of the nation. The duty of the journalist is to present to his readers not such things as
state craft would wish them to know butthe truth as nearer as he can attains to it. That
nineteenth-century statement represents a journalistic ideal; actual practice is often
much different some transnational media have close, compromising free to their
governments, and all independent media are subject to varying kinds of controls and
influences from the corporate interests that own them. None the less, the news media of
Western nations have more freedom and independence to repost world news, hence
more credibility than media of others nations. Also because of their greater financial
resources and technology, western media have a greater capability to report world
news".
1.5.1 Media Influence on Popular Opinion and Different Wars
In this age of information and communication technology, the impact of news reporting
on the shaping of foreign as well as domestic policy is attested to by Warren P.Strobés
“Late - Breaking Foreign Policy: The News Media‟s Influence on Peace operations”,
published significantly by the United States institute ofpeace. Strobel illustrates his
general observations with the specific case of how opinions shifted through the
effectiveness of photo journalism during the Vietnam war.
“Officials, however much they might be moaning the fact, cannot conduct modern
foreign policy without explaining it to, and building support among, the American
public. This, they do through the news media. At times, policy makers, and especially
the president through their powers of governance, can string along the news media and
the public, or deceive them about their course. But if the government officials stay too
far from their public mandate, the news media will sooner or later make this fact
transparent, and those officials will find public opinion, in open revolt, demanding
usually without great specificity, a change of policy. Thus, more than passing
similarities can be found between what eventually happened in Vietnam and what
happened in Somalia in summer and fall of 1993. Somalia lacked a geo strategic
rationale such as the containment of communism, which persuaded Americans to
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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sustain costs inVietnam long after they otherwise would have, but it had real-time
television to bring the costs to American people for evaluation much rapidly."

Strobel's believes that the truth will, out over attempts by the government to use the
means of power at its disposal to continue a policy that when exposed by media loses
its support, and can even be over whelmingly opposed through the proper availability
of information concerning its action and its effects.
The assumption is that when public learns that something morally objectionable is
being done, they will often choose the morally proper course by opposing it. To
facilitate such a democratic process of oversights and checks and a balance in a society
nothing, provides better and effective information about the conduct of foreign policy
than competent open minded free journalist inquiry, making use of every advantage of
modern communications technology.
The implication is that journalism, and especially real-time photo journalism can be a
valuable tool in foreign policy.
It is in fact a two-edged sword, an instrument that cuts, both ways, both for or against
the government‟s initiatives depending on how the media responds, how they choose to
handle the presentation of facts, and the intrinsic merits of the policies on which they
report.
1.5.2 Rule of Thumb or Common-Sense
What is the problem when a journalist covers a major event, such as those involving, a
nation's participation in a war? There, a journalist‟s instincts and personal and
professional, loyalties might be divided on one hand; journalists need to maintain their
objectivity and independence from the interests of the participants, if they are going to
report the truth.
Yet, journalists are also bound to be deeply personally involved when their own nation
is at war. In such a situation, they are potentially at risk of becoming a part of the story.
This is a practical dilemma. As with most practical and dilemmas, the solution can only
be found in common sense.
The rule of thumb should be that reporters must gather facts without becoming direct
participants. So, reporters are professionally forbidden from carrying weapons when
they are covering news events in dangerous conditions of war. They must not carry
armslest they may be mistaken as combatants and lest they may tempt to use their
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weapons, transforming them immediately in to active participants rather than objective
observers.
1.5.3 Covering Bosnia
Strobel in his book identifies the problem of objectivity for journalists covering war
time atrocities. He cites in particular the war inon Bosnia, following the breakup the
formerYugoslavia in the early 1990s.
“Within the journalistic community the warin Bosnia opened deep fissures over the
most sensitive issue for reporter- objectivity. Virtually; all journalists I spoke to who
were involved in covering Bosnia acknowledged that the savagery of fighting there and
the outside world's competing views of the conflict forced a sometime painful
examination of their own conduct. This sentiment is crucial to an examination of the
news media and peace operations, because horrific ethnic fighting, atrocities and
genocide from the break of many peace operations, and this are very likely to continue
to be true in the future. The debate over Bosnia was repeated albeit in a more muted
form, in another case Rawanda. The key issue there is that of atrocities while news
media portrayals of atrocities do not automatically cause a significant change in U.S.
Foreign policy, the change the news media has mis portrayed the conflict to the policy
makers and the public is a serious one”.
Strobel draws on the personal testimony of reporters in such situations, who found,
perhaps to their own surprise, that their objectivity began to disappear after each new
encounter with the horrors of war by getting caught up in the events at a moral
psychological level even if they never lift a finger to participate in other ways.

1.6 The Violent Conflicts of Yugoslavia: A case Study
The ethnic wars of former Yugoslavia which attracted the attention of the global media
in the 1990s resulted an estimated 102,000 deaths and millions of refugees and were
used as one of the bloodiest conflicts in Europein the post-second World War period.
These wars were also the first conflict to have been formally adjusted, genocidal since
the Second World War, with many ofthe key individuals involved subsequently with
war crimes. All sides committed war crimes of ethnic cleansing, the establishment of
concentration camps or collective centres, and the destruction of physical property that
includes 1,400 mosques.
After more than three years of bloodyconflict the Dayton Peace Agreement brought an
end to the Bosnian war on14 December 1995. Although fighting seized at that time, the
conflict still remains far from completely reserved. The international control over
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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military forces is still present today. The international community negotiates the peace
in Bosnia, Herzogovina. The seven formers Yugoslav states conduct separate
existences, with Kosovo being the last region to declare independence in February
2008.
The historical causes of ethnic hatred
Conflicts between Muslims and orthodox Christians in the Balkan state have been
ongoing since the Turks occupied Serbia and the rest of the Balkans in the fourteenth
century. The defeat of the Christian army in the famous battle of Kosovo in 1398 has
been perceived as the epitome of Serbian sacrifice, and the theme of Serbs defending
Christian Europe against Islamic expansionism has been appropriated into Serbian
history. This was evident in the prism of victim hood through which the military
conflicts in Bosnia and Kosovo in the 1990s were often represented as Serbs defending
themselves, the Serbian nation Yugoslavia, and/or Christianity. Today the conflicts in
Bosnia still persist largely because of these historical grievances.
The cultural relationship between past, presentand futures is crucial in understanding
intercultural conflict. Although everyday intercultural conflicts are often based on
cultural Ignorance or misunderstanding, some intercultural conflicts are based on hatred
for centuries old antagonism, often arising from long-standing historical grievances. In
this way the former Yugoslavia remains as a burning case of intercultural and
international communication; hence a serious issue of deep study by Journalism
students.
1.6.1 Political and Economic Disputes
Intercultural conflicts arise from inequalities, political disputes over territory, economic
control over resources, and cultural disputes over language and religion.
The socialist Federative Republic Yugoslavia, a leading member the Non-Aligned
movement, was established in the after math of the Second World War in 1946.
The country's territory incorporated seven ethnic groups. Albanians, Bosnian Muslims,
known as Bosniaks or Bosonjaks; Creations, Serbs, Slovenes, Macedonians, and
Montenegrins. The country was divided into six republics, broadly aligning with the
ethnic composition of the population: Bosniaand Herzogovina, Croatia, Serbia,
Slovenia, Macedonia, and Montenegro. Albanians lived in the Southern parts of Serbia
(Kosovo) while Bosnia and Herzogovina had the greatest level of ethnic mix including
Bosnian Muslims, orthodox Serbs and Catholic Croats.
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Yugoslavia established the peculiar international position of being in between the
Eastern and Western blocks. Although under a socialist political system, citizens of the
former Yugoslavia enjoyed more freedom than those of other eastern European
countries, as illustrated by being allowed to possess a passport and travel
internationally.
The country had also a reasonable degree of economic stability, although the level of
individual and civic freedom was limited and its economic growth was slow in
comparison to that of Western countries. Never the less, the post war period of 19501985 was characterised by social stability, cultural vibrancy, and limited but steady
economic progress.
Before the death of President Tito, the level of tolerance among ethnic groups was quite
high and hence, the country enjoyed a fairly stable political community and social
solidarity. Although different ethnic identities were visiblein the society, a Yugoslav
identity slowly began to emerge - by 1981 there were over a million people selfidentifying as Yugoslavs.
After the death of Tito in 1980, however, the suppressed national is more again
emerged into the political sphere.
Both major ethnic groups, Serbs and Croats claimed to have been the victims of
acontinued persecution by the other, which, they argued, dominated the Yugoslav
Federation.
In 1956, the Serbian Academy of Science and Art prepared a memorandum of Serbian
grievances about their position in the Federation. Much of the document dealt with the
“genocide” of Serbs in Kosovo and articulated the need for Serbs throughout
Yugoslavia to mobilize against their perceived suppression. The Serbian politician
Slobodan Milosevic rose to power in 1987 and produced supposedly scientific data
supporting the construction of a “Greater Serbia”. Its vision was that all ethnic Serbs
needed to live in the same state.
The bloody Yugoslav devolution in 1990 was caused by both internal transformations
(e.g Slovene and Croatian independence, the rise of President Milosevic in Serbia) and
global geopolitical developments that signified the collapse ofcommunism. In 1991, a
civil war began.
Emphasizing the importance of orthodoxy, Islam and Catholicism alike to nationalism
as a symbol of collective national identity the Slovene cultural theorist Velikonja
(2003) suggested that religious groups became isolated from one another in the former
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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Yugoslav content. Both Serbs and Croats exploited their own post in order to present
themselves asvictims.
However, the political and elites in both Serbia and Croatia agreed on one issue: the
question of how to divide up the Bosnian territory. In both countries the mainstream
positioned Bosnian Muslims as little more than an invented and artificial nation with no
historical claim to Bosnian territory.
For Croats and Serbs alike, the Muslims were the harbingers of a dangerous Islamic
Conspiracy poised to take over the Balkans and Western Europe. Mainstream political
discourses there remains dominated by nationalistic myths that constitute a particular
version of the Serbian and Croatian past (Susa 2005) (Courtesy: “Introducing
Intercultural communicating; Global cultures, and contexts" by Shuang Liu, Zalavolčič
and Cindy Gallois).
1.6.2 Embeds and Real-time Videography in Iraq
Now we direct our focus to the involvement of journalists in military actions in
connection with the decision of the U.S.military, during the Gulf war to"embed"
(Journalists going with the military to the scenes of battle) Journalists in troop
movements for purposes of covering war events from a soldier's perspective. This is
new terminology for a practice that has existed atleast since the American Civil War.
This is the issue of distance and objectivity of how news was reported in war time.
Photography and videography can motivate reporters to become part of the story
through their equipment on the ground during live coverage of wars.
The embeded reporters, eventually numbered seven hundred during the second half war
in Iraq. The reason cited by the U.S. military for choosing the embeds in its operations
is revealing. The main argument is that by bringing reporters to the sites of active
battles the military declares that it hopes to achieve “Long-term Minimally Restrictive
Access” for journaliststo military events and personnel, together with a level of
"Immediacy” that is intended toenable journalists to provide a “Factual Account”,
described as also “Our Story Good or Bad” of war time events in the service of
democracy. All this sounds noble and we need not become unduly cynical about
military‟s purposes in embedding journalists with troops.
Embedded journalists simply cannot do whatever they like when they accept the
opportunity to be embedded with armed forces engaged in conflict. They must follow
certain rules for their own safety and for security of military personnel. The U.S. war
office pentagon has its own guidelines for embedding Journalists. The “embeds" are
also required to have specific immuni sations and protocols like dress code etc.
Security factors are prominent and equally inevidence in the planners concerns for the
policy. They are naturally interested as always in the time of war in journalists releasing
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the wrong kinds of information that could be injurious to the military's ability to
conduct its operations effectively and with a minimum of causalities. There are also
some surprising technical provisions against the use of artificial photographic lighting
in certain circumstances. These are necessary in order to avoid disclosing troop
positions or size and strength to watchful enemy.
The experiences of reporters who were embedded in the Iraq war seems on the whole to
have been positive from a journalistic view point. The news casters involved in the
programme reported an unprecedented degree of first-hand in moving with troops
engaged in battle, offering them previously unimagined insight into what it is like for
soldiers to be involved in combat. They were able to convey, this experience in turn in
some form to their readers and viewers, thereby helping them understand the progress
of the war and to follow events within the usual restrictions in a direct and personally
meaningful way.
A free and democratic society sees itin itsself-interest to the public as well-informed as
possible about the conduct of its soldiers in a war.
It was, unquestionably remarkable, for viewers to witness, in the spring of 2003, live
coverage of battle front engagement between American and coalition forces and forces
loyal to the regime of Saddam Hussain in Iraq that was toppled. Often the video feed
were choppy and highly digitalised, offering something like a view of the desert was
through an insect's compound eye. The real-time videography, never the less, made for
dramatic news, enabling the viewers to see what things looked like from the stand point
of a soldier, travelling by tank or armoured personnel carrier across the desert at high
speed from one location of engagement to another. The liveliness and breakup of
mosaic video from the field and the boom-boom ofthe artillery, only added to the sense
of realism and immediacy that was achieved there for the first time to such an extent in
the history of war time and journalism.
The criticism is that embedding provides the military with an easy way to control what
journalists see and hear, and therefore, on what they can or cannot report. For one thing
in the Iraq war of 2003, embedding was primarily permitted to only American and
British Journalists, but not for journalists hailing from other countries that did not
support the coalition war efforts. In particular, journalists from Russia, Germany and
France were denied access to the same level of information as the American and British
news reporters.
Perhaps, the restriction of journalistic permission during the war is only the diplomatic
tit-for-tat that happens at various levels of foreign policy interactions the exclusion of
journalists of certain nationalities from embedding privileges, when that is where the
best story is to be foundand reflects a disturbing lack of cooperation between
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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governments over the free and unfettered gathering of news. It is only intensified over
concerns about the discovery and disclosure of sensitive military operation when
journalists from many nations want to report on war time events by accompanying a
particularcountry's armed forces into battle.
1.6. 3 Death of Journalists
In between January 1992, through September 2003 a total of 569 Journalists died in the
line of duty trying to cover news world wide often in particularly dangerous
circumstances.
Of these, 275 died in war zones; 46 journalists were similarly killed reportingthe
newsmore particularly during the time of Iraq war, between January 2002 and April
2003; 24 in 2004 and in the final weeks of 2005, a total of 22. Such losses are not only
a personal tragedy, but they the sacrifice of an extra ordinarily valuable social resource.
While in some ways embedding seems to offer journalists a more complete picture of a
conflict, there are also some drawbacks. The embedded journalists see and hear only
what the military permits. The embeds cannot have their own transportation. They are
requiredto travel with the military. The troops would load a missile and fire it for the
journalists to show how it hits a target. And the embeds will report the sound and fury
and the line of passing of the missile in the sky and the hit causes. During the Gulf
Wars, we have seen on our television the American missiles and Iraq is cud missiles
criss-crossing in the night sky. In such arrangements battles are reduced to video games
and amidst the TRP race public is not told the actual reason of the war, when wars are
waged in the name of democracy.
Other moral reservations concern the content of war reporting by embeds. These factors
again depend on the extraordinary communications technology and photo journalistic
capabilities available to contemporary news reporters.
Will such occurrences, if they are permitted to take place, have a chilling effect on a
freenation‟s ability to conduct war on the stands of journalistic practice or on the extent
to whichthe military is willing to permit the embeds to the field to report in real time
viz. What they witness as they move forward with troops engaging in deadly interaction
with an enemy? If the military decides that much live coverage needed to be delayed,
scrutinised, and in some instance sedited by military authorities on the basis of military
criteria for content. The question arising after that is-„will that represent a restriction of
information during war time or a morally objectionable form of journalistic
censorship?‟
There is a trade-off in the embedding of journalist with the soldiers. A certain element
of objectivityis lost in the process, because news reporters tend to bond with military
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personnel with whom they move. It is conceivable that some journalists might identify
themselves with soldiers so strongly, that they begin to lose their ability to observe
critically the actions of the soldiers. This is a sense in which embeds might become a
part of the story they are supposed to report. When embedded journalists are
themselves wounded, killed, of captured, they do not necessarily become a part of the
story they are trying to report, but of another story that will remain for other journalists
to cover, writes Dale Jacquette.
A deplorable example that illustrates the constant physical danger to which journalists
in politically volatile situations are subject was the capture and cold blooded execution
of thirty-eight-year-old "Wall Street Journal” reporter Daniel Pearl. Pearl was covering
radical Islamic groups in Karachi, Pakistan and was lured to what was supposed to be
an interview with a fundamentalist on January 23, 2002, when he was kidnapped and
later reported killed about a month later on February 22.
1.6.4 New wars-News Correspondents"
This is the title of an essay written by journalist Stacy Sullivan, who covered war in
Bosnia for the „Newsweek‟ and the Kosovo for conflict for the New York Times
magazine Post – 1990.
She writes that “the new conflicts unfolding around the world, however, are a variety of
nationalist, religious and ethnic civil wars.”
Conflicts have taken the lives of hundreds of thousands of people and have left millions
more homeless and stateless. They have also produced a flood of wrenching and
confounding visual images.
Sullivan, a graduate from the Columbia University in 1995 who passionately followed
the breakup of Yugoslavia borrowed a few thousand dollars and a flak jacket and
arrived in Sarajevo. He then quickly discovered a gang of free-lancers in the war Zone.
Sullivan and freelancers covered the war in Bosnia, for 'Newsweek‟, „Times‟, „Us
News & World Report‟, „The Boston Globe‟, „The Times‟ (London), the „Daily
Telegraph‟, the „Chicago Tribune‟, (Dallas),„Morning News‟, (New York) and Houston
chronicle, (Houston) all majors print news outlets that didn‟t have full-time foreign
correspondents covering the region.
All of these newspapers and magazines had staff correspondents, based in Rome,
Vienna, Berlin or Warsaw, who would drop into the region from time to time.
The freelancers rented in several different cities in the former Yugoslavia - Zagreb,
Sarajevo, Tuzla and Belgrade and shared the rent. They lent one another cars and
shared translators. The lack of any formal support from news organisations meant that
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they had to provide for themselves. It was a symbiotic relationship. There was no
medical insurance for them and there was no emergency plan to evacuate them should
they get injured. They risked being left stranded. But fortunately, none of them were
injured or killed because if anything would happen to them the news organisations
would have taken no responsibility.
When something newsworthy happened, they found themselves out stretched, often
filing four or five stories every day. The number of deadlines meant, they often had to
cut short their reporting time, which naturally affected the quality of their output.

The battle ground Kosovo, in a series of conflicts that have broken out in the former
Yugoslavia was an obscure province before it became the biggest story around the
world. Yet what happened in Kosovo in the spring of 1999 was quite predicable asserts
Sullivan.
In October 1998, Sullivan says even as the NATO alliance was threatening to bomb
Yugoslavia most news organisations continued to rely on local hires and stringers to
cover the region. Sullivan was one of them. As she spoke to people in Kosovo's
regional capital Pristina, she heard the same fears over and over again; if NATO
boomed without sending in ground troops, the Serbia population would take out
recrimination son the Albanian civilians.
The urban intellectuals of Pristina predicted exactly the events of 1999 in Kosovo yet
very few news organisations reported these fears. Sullivan believed this kind of
reporting could have converted policy makers not to leave the city‟s Albanian
population vulnerable without ground forces or international monitors during NATO
attacks, and she believed that it could also have saved hundreds if not thousands of
lives. “… it is in Kosovo I can only hope the system by which the American news
media covers the world will be reformed".
News Media organisations would ask the freelance photographers to take close-up shots
resulting in the photographers being caught up in an area of cross-firing. Further some
freelancers might not have enough money to buy flight tickets for a return journey from
the far away fields. One can easily imagine the attitudes of the owners and editor of the
news media organisations who send them overseas for reporting conflicts.

1.7 CNN Gold Standard of Global News
With redefining global news, CNN has embarked on its long journey through tickets of
the global business in news. As far as the new definition of global news is concerned
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one thing appears to be certain: the power to determine what information and how
much information is important have curiously shifted from the editorial desk to the
consumer's mouse pad. Anyone who has tracked the decline in readership and
viewership for traditional news media has sensed this shift in the paradigm of power.
News is no longer “what” we tell “them”.Now it is what “they” tell “us” and “perhaps
partpast of our obligation is to listen", writes Prof TonySilvia.
CNN built its reputation for going any where and staying as long as it takes to cover a
story.This was demonstrated in the channel‟s coverage of the Tiananmen Square
confrontation in Beijing in 1989 which marked a struggle between the students
demanding liberty and the communist government who would in no way give it to
them; its presence during the two Persian Gulf wars and in the dissolution of
Yugoslavia, which was a leading country in the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) and its
coverage of the breakdown of the Soviet Union, as well as in the fact that it stayed with
those stories in the after math.
CNN gave wide and continuous coverage of the impeachment move against President
Bill Clinton-the Monica Lewinsky affairs, of the NATO action against Serbia and many
of the concerns around the world.
Much of this news was live and unfiltered. Much of it happened simultaneously with
other earth-shaking events which intensified the challenge of end of timely gathering
and distribution to the satisfaction of its consumers.
Don M. Flournoy, director of the Institute, Communication, Ohio, USA, describes
pretty well the diplomatically tension packed story of the Kandahar hijack drama of an
Indian airliner by the Pakistani militants.
On December 31, 1999, CNN was well into its millennium coverage, a hundred hours
of live programming originating from every time zone. For days, the channel had been
following story when Pakistani militants hijacked the passenger-packed Indian airliner
and flown to several airports in the middle East, and finally to Kandahar in
Afghanistan.
The militants‟ demand was the release of Pakistani prisoners held in different Indian
sails in exchange for the safety ofthe airline hostages including the crew. The militants
on-board had gunsand grenades and one passenger had already been killed.
At last, India conceded the demands of the hijackers and the Indian foreign Minister
arrived in Kandahar with prisoners in exchange of the airline passengers and the crew.
The hijackers in no time left the plane and disappeared with their compatriots deep into
Afghanistan.
News covering situation was pretty difficult with the Afghan Taliban regime banning
news cameras, in the vicinity of the Kandahar airport. Gathering news footage was
almost impossible.
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But the very good thing was that the CNN correspondent Nic Robertson and the
cameraman Todd Baxter had managed to bring to the scene a unit, a back-pack sized
store and forward digital converter which allowed a video camera to be linked to CNN
headquarters in Atlanta via satellite.
The Toko unit under normal conditions would permit only one minute of video to be
digitised and transmitted at high quality over a period of 30 minutes. At Kandahar
airport the unit was set to operate in real time, in which only one of every six frames
was transmitted. The pictures were dark and choppy. But these were the only live
pictures for the world to see.
This event, says Flouncy represents what CNN does best: successfully covering
difficult breaking news stories and bringing them tothe world live as they, happen.
CNN has a wholesale news service called "CNN New source” that sells news to several
hundred stations and affiliates around the world. Much of the channel's growth took
place at a time when all the U.S. over-the-air networks were slashing their budgets for
international news gathering.
CNN has been willing to invest heavily on advanced communication technologies for
speedy delivery of information over extended regions. The companies have also been
very clever at developing the partnerships which ensure near universal access to news
and abroad markets for its audio-visual products.
Ted Turner is a broadcaster to blanket almost the entire globe with his satellite system,
covering some 210 countries and regions. Turner utilised a mixture of Intelsat,
Intersputnik, Pan AmSatand regional satellite signals. CNN's international and national
desks coordinated coverages with its bureaus, correspondents and affiliates and outside
news sources, such as the video news services of Reuters (RTV) and Associated Press
Television (APTV) 24 hours a day.
The internet has also played a big role in news delivery direct-to-users with CNN
Interactive working closely with the broadcast divisions to gather and report the news,
speeding communications between Atlanta and company bureaus, affiliates and
contributors and hyper linking viewers to international affiliates through their inter
connected web pages. “Our goal is to deliver news and information to anyone, at any
time in a manner most convenient to that person. In a single day, the most convenient
outlet may range, from television to adesktop computer to a most mobile phone. Our
division is flexible and savvy, enabling us to keep pace with technology as it merges”,
said ScottWoelfel, President of CNN interactive in an April 2000 interview.
What makes so efficient is that it can afford the cost of comprehensive news coverage
because it can repurpose and reuse the same news material more than on one network
keeping the per-story cost low in comparison to other well diversified networks.
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Turner's Business Agenda
Ted turner very quickly built his relationships with broadcasters and cablecasters
overseas. His goal was to identify additional outlets for his programming and thus gain
quicker access to breaking news even in difficult to-access, places. This is business
agenda. Turner, also had his larger personal agenda.
Turner looked for ways to give voice to voice less people around the world including
both the Palestine and Arab sides. He had a strong interest in environment. He was
passionate about nuclear disarmament and worked to bring a full stop to the cold war.
He established the Goodwill Games to promote sports competition between the western
nations and nations affiliated with the Soviet Union. He created Captain Planet series,
an environmentally aware cartoon that featured multi-ethnic players.
The establishment of CNN World Report exposed Turner's diplomatic overtures in
international arena in his own words “to make the world a little better place, to try to
improve understanding and goodwill around the world. To open up the whole world
before the world Report, before CNN (information flow) like the spokes of a wheel,
where everything was from the United States out and the United States back. That's all
the information we ever got”.
Turner remained alert to the language thatrefers to “them” and "us", words that divide
the people. He readily admits that he is nota journalist, but he is very aware that frames
of reference depend on the perspective from which the person holding the camera sees
the story, the angle taken on the story depends on who the writers and editors are each
of whom contributes a different perspective based on experience as well as cultural
background.
Following this approach, the CNN managers went on the assumption that, the key to
producing news cast that is worthy of the name “international” lies in the hiring
process, in the orientation of staff and in working closely as a production and newsgathering team in the field aswell as in Atlanta.
If there is a breaking story, all hands are on that story. Finding and checking facts as
quickly as they can and seeing that we are very competitive. We are responsible for
making sure that news is covered. That is our first priority… But the priority remains
hard news, breaking news says CNN‟s Parisa Khosravi. She says that the International
Desk tries to give some attention to everyone. “Even if we don't have our CNN reporter
on the story, we are likely to have pictures. If not our own, then agency pictures.With
over 200 affiliates, we count on them to fill in for us. It's very rare that we wouldn't at
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best have pictures of a story”, adds Khosravi, vice president for international news
coverage and managing editor of the International Desk.

1.8 Coverage of Gulf Conflicts: A critical study
Media scholar Zizek (2002) describes two major post 9/11 options open to America:
•
It can further secure its sphere from which it watches world tragedies via TV
screen, or
• It can finally risk stepping through the fancy screen that separates it from the Real
world.
The second Golf conflict can be seen as acting out of the former option rather than the
latter. Despite heated debates and huge mass public expression over the two Gulf
conflicts, the biggest shift in the American and British publics‟ perceptions occurred
through a series of stunning, defining images at different crucial stages. Baudrillard‟s
analytical approach illustrates the value of critical media theories concepts to
understand more and ideological nature of such images. His speculations upon the
„hyper-reality‟ of the conflicts usefully explain the actual „grounded‟ impact of the
hyper operationalism of the Allied military techniques.

Unnecessary optimism was at its media sponsored peak during the fall of Baghdad and
the toppling of Saddam Hussein's statue. This incident contained a four-warning of the
cultural misunderstanding to come when a U.S. soldier temporarily draped the stars and
Stripes (us national flags) around the statue‟s face. Merrin‟s interpretation of the
incident is a good example of the manner with which critical media theory like
Baudrillard's extends Deobord's pseudo-event to reach the parts of the mediascape other
theories simply cannot:
“With Saddam Hussein's disappearance, all that was left was a non-event produced and
framed for our consumption as the definitive and expected sign of the regime's end. The
self- liberation of the Iraqis could not be accompanied: when it became clear that they
could not quickly pull the statue down the American army stepped into finish the job.
The Iraqis did not understand the primacy of the western audience, the time constraints
even of rolling news, and the networks‟ fear of a drifting audience andtheir need to
deliver that „Kennedy‟ moment („where were you?‟…„watching television‟). So, the
Iraqis were excluded from this act, in an implosion of media and military with the event
that neutralised and short-circuited the people's efforts, replacing them with that
demanded, and semiotic image of the statue's fall. Believing that they were the centre
and meaning of the act, the Iraqis did not see that they wereonly extras, providing local
colour and a guarantee of authenticity and legitimacy for the western audience for
whom the event really occurred”. (Merrin, 2005)
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Taylor and Harris, say, such examples, forcefully communicates the misleading
significance afforded to individual images and events by the media and the profound
consequences this has had upon political discourse in the west‟s discourses of sobriety.
1.8.1 Lynndie England and Jessica Lynch
Lynndie England was the U.S army reservist who gained dishonour with the
publication of various photographs from the Abu Gharib prison showing the abuse of
Iraqi prisoners, one of which infamously showed her holding a dogleash around an
inmate‟s neck. Coincidentally there was another famous female soldier, Jessica Lynch.
Both women vividly illustrate the Flip-sides of the same rhetorical coin – excessively
mediated representation. In the Visual codes of the tele frame, one provided short-hand
for US heroism and for its brutality.
Taylor and Harris write that Lynndie England's parents experienced at first hand the
image led nature of the Medias account of the conflict as a whole and the consistency
with which images were processed within the tele frame whether good or bad.
“Me England‟s mother, Terrie, told „Baltimoresun‟ newspaper: It's all over the news,
but we're not hearing anything new.They just keep showing the pictures. How many
times do I have to see thosepictures?... (Buncombe, 2004)
The ambiguous reach of Hollywood and the culture industry‟s influence into the
previous sober discourse of non-entertainment was further exemplified by the
domination of the front pages and morning news bulletins of the US media on 2 April
2002 by the story of a daring rescue by US soldiers of an injured19-year-old female
colleague that was filmed at the army‟ invitation. It was presented by one anchor-man
with the words, “It is just like a movie but it happened inreal life and covered
throughout the media with the tag line „Saving Private Lynch‟. The rescue of Private
Lynch, was presented by US television channels in explicitly television terms and just
like the movie saving the private Ryan it promoted profoundly misleading impressions.
The media constructed „Saving Private Lynch‟ Centred feel-good message that
continued to follow the tele frame of „pseudo-events‟ with further mediation that
included televised press conference for Private Lynch's subsequent home coming.
This emo-based reporting surprisingly failed to discuss various aspects of her rescue
that had initially given her the status of a heroine and were subsequently found to be
false. Excluded facts included Iraqi doctors had unsuccessfully attempted to return her
to US troops who had turned them back, with gun fire; her injuries stems from a traffic
accident rather than actual combat, and perhaps most disturbingly, there were no enemy
troops near her at the time of the „rescue‟-US troops were aware of this, and acted out a
camera- friendly „daring' rescue operation for the cameras and reporters that
accompanied them (Potter, 2002).
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By the time a discourse of sober analysis could be applied, the „emotive‟, affective
associations to be made between one soldier's fate and a Hollywood blockbuster had
already achieved their substantial ideological effects. To this extent, critical accounts of
the media tend to operate under conditions of „catching up'- critical voices do arise
(including those of Private Lynch herself) (Helmore 2003), but they are naturally illsuited to match the much moreshallow but much speedier nature of theuncritical
commentary, that tends to substitutebanal real-time descriptions for more considered
conceptual analysis.
1.8.2 Abu Ghraib Photographs
In Britain, the distraction from the deeper significance of the Abu Ghraib photographs
came in the form of a debate over whether similar pictures of British troops abusing
Iraqi prisoners elsewhere were fake or real.
In May 2004, Piers Morgan, the editor of the UK's Daily Mirror tabloid left his post
when the photographs he printed were proved to be false.
As Taylor and Harris point out that it is Interesting to note that as doubts were being
raised about their honesty, debate was at least taking place as to whether they were still
accurate representations of real events not originally photographed. In this particular
instance, although the issue of „authenticity‟ dominated proceedings, possibly fake
pictures nevertheless did allow deeper discussions about the sort of abuse that were
taking place.
The disturbance caused by the Daily mirror pictures provided an interesting example of
Bracewell's assessment of the contemporary status of the image where: "authenticity is
the hallmark of truth, and hence the gauge of social value…there is now the sense that
the authenticity itself canbe sculpted to suggest veracity as an image, in which truth
remains ambiguous” (Bracewell 2002).
Specifically, in the light of Abu Ghraib, Sontag points out that, although „trophy‟
pictures have been taken in many previous military and social conflicts, the particular
photographs:
“…reflect a shift in the use of pictures less objects to be saved than temporary messages
to be disseminated, circulated… now the soldiers themselve sare all photographers recording their war, their fun, their observations of what they find pictures, their
violence and swapping images among themselves, and emailing them around the
globe... since the pictures were meant to be circulated and seen by many people, it was
all fun. And the idea of the fun is unfortunately, more and more - contrary to what Ms.
Brush is telling the world- part of the true nature and heart of America”. (Sontag, 2004)
Baudrillard's notion of the ecstasy of communication was implicitly acknowledged by
Donald Rumsfeld who complained that it was much harder now a days to control the
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information sent backhome by soldiers serving overseas. Unlike conventional letters in
which the censors can strike out the off ending parts, Rumsfeld bemoaned the fact that
us soldiers, were „running around with digital cameras and taking these unbelievable
photographs and then passing them off against the law, to the media, to our
surprise(Santag, 2004). Rumsfeld‟s complaint provides a practical politician‟s insight to
complement Baudrillard's theoretical account of a society in which signs circulate for
their sake and which give rise to the trophy seeking behaviour of the Abu Ghraib,
photographers which so dramatically undermined the coalitions attempts to brand itself
as Occupation -Lite”.
The images of prisoner abuse reflected the West's ongoing obsession with the screen
and it is perhaps this unhealthy obsession which fuels much of them is guided nature of
its new Orientalism. (Said [1979] 2003)
A culture premised upon the logical circulation of signs, thus struggles to understand
one in which symbols are privileged over signs – as illustrated in October 2005 by the
controversy caused by the Danish newspaper „Jyllands-Posten's printing of cartoons of
prophet Mohammad.
A keen awareness of this process arguably marks the malicious, sharpness of Bin
Laden. He became the Iconic Islamic hate - figure of his times as was Ayatollah
Khomeini of Iran. Previously Bin Laden shared the status of bracketed within the
discourse of evil. Baghdadi surfaced later.
The biggest danger for the west, however, is that the likes of Bin Laden and Baghdadi
(both are no more now) play their roles self-consciously. They know which button to
press, in order to produce effectsthat would go right to the core of west's own deeply
embedded „social porn‟ of which Abu Ghraibwas but a particularly shocking example.
According to Taylor Harris, an alarming implication is that the media‟s role in
facilitating America's increasingly intolerant compensation from the Islamic other has
been incorporated as an integral part of the terrorist‟s game plan.
Conclusion
“As customed to live in a world of pseudo-events, celebrities, dissolving forms, and
shadowy but over shadowing images, we mistake our shadows for ourselves. To us,
they seem more real than reality… our technique seems direct only because in our daily
lives the pseudo-event always seems destined to dominant the natural facts. "We no
longer even recognize that our technique is indirect, that we have committed ourselves
to managing shadows. We can live in our world of illusions. Although we find it hard
to imagine, other people‟s still in the worldof dreams. We live in a world of our own,
making. Can weconjure others to live there too? We love the image, and believe it. But
will they?” (Boorstin (1961) 1992)
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“…they don't draw, careful distinctions between democracy as a system of government
and democracy as a form of entertainment... The autonomous machinery of the
electronic media makes access less and sometimes joyful noise, but to whom does it
speak, and in what language? And why behind the splendid twinkling of the whirling
facade - the silence so loud?” (Lapham, 2001)
"America was distressed yet fundamentally un enlightened, by the shocking yet
constantly repeated images of the twin towers being hit. Unaccompanied by significant
efforts to understand, mere repetition of the images reflected the fundamentally
distorted perspective of a society increasingly incapable of thinking outside the selfreferential media realm..." assert Taylorand Harris.
1.8.3 Al Jazeera: News from Beyond London and Atlanta
Al-Jazeera is a pan-Arab news station par excellence, established in Qatar in1996. AlJazeera has swept across the Middle East and become the first station to air live footage
from an Arab perspective. Because it aired interviews with Osama Bin Laden and was
first on the scene during the war in Afghanistan and later in Iraq, Al-Jazeera has
achieved global fame.With teams of reporters throughout the Middle East, it is able to
provide first hand news that few Western media outlets can compete with.
The channel has now gained sufficient recognition to open an English language news
channel, drawing news from its reporters around the world.
A few years ago, there was a balk about the selling of the channel. But the face of an
opposing international opinion against any such bid, the talk of auctioning it was
silenced.
In the Arab world, international radio news services are very popular and compete
forArab audiences. The BBC Arabic service israted first when it comes to radio news.
Other radio services that play rival to BBC are voice of America and Radio Monte
Carlo.
As for television news, two established international networks- the CNN and BBC
world service Television launched its broadcasting. CNN, BBC and Euro news are the
main English language global channels competing for Arab audiences in the Middle
East. This is in addition to the Arabic global television services such as Nile ANews
from Egypt, the Saudi-owned Middle East Broadcasting centre (MBC), Al-Jazeera
from Qatar and Syrian Arab News Network (ANN). In an increasing number of Arab
countries, CNN is available via over-the-air television for most viewers; The impact of
CNN in these “single source” countries where viewers have previously had access to
only one government owned channel, is tremendous.
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CNN came to Egypt, in 1990. In its impact on the Egyptian television, change took
place from the static and sterile voice- over approach in favour of inserting the more
dynamic aspect of the television journalist into news story.
Before the arrival of CNN, the presentation in Egyptian television news was done by
anchors reading the news for the audiences; visual content was at its minimum. Now
content improved and picture component started to play a role. CNN brought the
international standard for presenting news and it was adapted by the Egyptian
Television.

Check Your Progress
1. Define media coverage after 1990s?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
2. What do you understand by Global News?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
3. How the corrospondents do coves the news in the period of wars?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
4. How CNN did maintained standard in spreading Global News?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
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Unit-2: 9/11 and its Implications on Media
2.0 UNIT STRUCTURE
2.1 Learning Objectives
2.2 Introduction
2.3 9/11Tragedy
2.4 Geo-politics: 9/ 11
2.5 US Media Coverage of 9/11 Tragedy
Check Your Progress

2.1Learning Objectives
After completion of this unit learners will be able to understand;
 The tragedy of 9/11
 Coverage of news by US media

2.2 Introduction
If you want to know about terrorism, the picturs comes to the whole world about the
tragedy of 9/11. The twin tower of World Trade Center was targeted by the terrorists to
crash by the Airplanes. The world have seen the pictures of saddened day of the
powerful nation of this century.

2.3 9/11 Tragedy
It was the year 2001 September 11, at 8.45 a.m., exactly two decades ago, al-Qaeda
terrorists used two American Airlines Boing 767 loaded with 20,000 gallons of jet fuel
as missiles to crash north tower of World Trade Center in New York City. First
Airplane crash and created a burnining hole in the 80th floor of 110th store of the
tower. Immidiately the evacuaton was underway; television channels covered the live
broadcast.

Figure 1: Airplane Crash on Twin Tower(CNN Netwok)
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Live images of the burning tower melted the heart of each viewer. Then 18 minutes
after the first plane hit, a second Boing-767 appeared out of the sky, turned sharply
towards the World Trade Center and hit the south tower near 60th floor. The clased
caused a massive exploition and sowers flaming garbage over the neibouring buildins
and streets below. The news channels aired that America was under attack. After a few
minutes the south tower of World Trade Center collapased in a massive cloud of dust
and smoke. There was a heat and fire generated by the burning jet fuel. At 10.30 a.m.
north twin tower was collapsed and shocked the entire world.

Figure 2: Smokes and Dust at Newyork City(CNN Network)

The world will ever remember the date 9/11, where 3000 people are killed and
countless people are injured in this terror attack.
The brutalities of terrissiom have targeted to the twin tower of America. The visuals of
colapse shocked and Influence over reasonable discussion is consistently reflected in
citizens but cumulatively important ways at the highest levels of US political life.

2.4 Geo-Politics: 9/ 11
Then the President George W. Bush delivered speech at 7 p.m. said “Terrorist attacks
can shake the foundations of our biggest buildings, but they cannot touch the
foundation of America. These acts shatter steel, but they cannot dent the steel of
American resolve.”
At 9 p.m in response to address U.S. military he declared “We will make no distinction
between the terrorists who committed these acts and those who harbor them.”
As Sydeny Blumenthal, the journalist and the former senior advisor to Bill Clinton
recounts: “Bush does not read his Presidents daily brief‟s, but has them orally
summarised every morning by the CIA director…„I know he doesn't read one former
Bush National Security Council staffer told me. Several other former NSC staffers
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corroborated this. It seems highly unlikely that he read the national intelligence
estimate on WMD before the Iraq was that consigned contrary evidence that
undermined the case to footnotes and fine print. Nor is there any evidence that he read
the State Departments 17-volume report. The future of Iraq, warning of nearly all the
post-war pitfalls”.-Blumenthal, 2004
Over-dependence upon the image
Without wishing to submit to the media's tendency to personalise issues, the dire
consequences that resulted from President Bush‟s lack of attention to written accounts
in both the cases 9/11 and the second Gulf campaign, highlights in dramatic form the
risks that accompany the mass media‟s decentralization of the public sphere. President
Bush‟s failure to read the relevant pre-gulf conflict reports encapsulates the micro
cosmour wider society's failure to read complex political situations properly.
Discourses of soberness make way for an over-dependence upon the image with
extremely negative geo-political implication.
Fear confirmed: Visually designed Hollywood style attack on WTC Boorstin feared
that Americas over reliance upon images would come back to haunt it. In a terrible
fashion, the events of 9/11 confirmed his fear and the continued, shallow image-based
nature of the subsequent media coverage merely served to reinforce the import of his
words.
Writing a full 40 years before the World Trade Centre(WTC) terrorist incident,
Boorstin foresaw this manner in which images displace substantive values and ideals to
America's obsession with images over substance, accurately murderous backlash in
which he chooses the heavily Symbolic and visually striking WTC towers for this act of
destruction carefully designed to be consumed as a media event.
On11th September, 2001, Osama bin Laden returned the Hollywood disaster movie to
its home land. He gained maximum media impact by using visual terms and
deliberately designed to fit into the functional categories of a semiotic communicational
order ruled by images and designed for the generation manipulation of uncritical
emotion.

2.5 US Media Coverage of the 9/11 Tragedy
Taylor and Harris say, the media played a major role in constructing not only the
public‟s perception of the tragic 9/11 but also the conditions necessary for one
maintenance of an alarming conceptual deficit in which discussion of possible causes
was overruledby a rush to produce military response (the war on terror).
Rather than dwelling upon the causes of previously simmer and then clearly violent
anti-American discontent, US television and media coverage of the tragedy was
immediately and there after persistently, dominated by constant repetition of iconic
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images and sound bites. There was repeated stand-alone footage of the second plane
crashing, while camera crews continued focussing on dramatically sounding Ground
Zero provided constant, but largely unchanging visual updates from the aflame remains.
Blanket coverage was quickly supplemented with images of world leaders expressing
sorrow, and shortly after celebrity-based benefit concerts involving a surfeite motionladen soft-focus close-ups and candle spotted sets, detailed consideration of the
tragedy‟s historical and political context was displaced illustrating the US medias
pathological over-reliance upon images and sentiments.

Figure 3: The Burning Tower (CNN News Network)

Millions watched as the two towers of the world Trade Centre collapsed, killing
thousands of people and as one side of the American war office pentagon near
Washington D.C burned. Later, we learned, another airplane, hijacked by the same
terrorist group, crashed in western Pennsylvania. The news reports came swiftly and
were brought to us instantly by live television, as had so many other news events during
the previous half century.
During those earlier years, as dramatic news unfolded, we had only radio and television
to rely on print publications-newspapers and magazines- were simply too slow, in their
production and distribution process.
But on September 14, 2001, Prof. Glen says, we had something else: the internet, or
more news organisations that were willing to provide us with up-to-the-minute
information.
Consequently, we had far more information about this breaking news event than we had
ever before and much more than television alone could provide.
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Even as people, were engrossed by the terrible pictures on their television sets, they
were logging on to their favourite news websites by the millions.
In the first hours after the planes hit the world Trade Centre, CNN.com got an average
of nine million hits an hour.(That average rose to19 million hits on hour the next day; at
the time CNN.com was typically averaging about 14 million hits a day.). The web
portal Yahoo.com had forty times its normal amount of traffic in the first hour. After
the attack MSNBC.com doubled its normal number of site viewers. Many websites had
such heavy traffic loads on that day that they stripped off all of their ads and graphics
make loading their sites easier.
What viewers found when they got to these websites, some pictures, audio and videos?
But mostly they found words - thousands and thousands of words. Many of these words
written by Journalists at the location sevents and else where who were gathering
information to help us know and understand what was happening. Many of the words
were from experts on terrorism who offered their opinions and insights, and many were
from people who simply needed to react.
In the early part of the twentieth century, radio had allowed us to hear the sounds of
news events as they were occurring. CBS correspondent Edward R. Murrow made a
number of famous broadcasts from a roof top in London in 1940 as German airplane
were bombing the city. By 1960s, television was giving us live pictures and sounds of
news events such as the funeral of the US president John F. Kennedy. By the end of the
century, the web was letting us read those events as they were happening and it was
giving us a chance to respond immediately.
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Check Your Progress
1. Describe the day 9/11 tragedy of America?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
2. What was the reaction of America aftermath of 9/11?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
3. How do media covers 9/11 tragedy?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
4. What was the reason behind 9/11 terrorism attack ?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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Unit- 3: Cultural Imperialism and Global Media Debate
3.0 UNIT STRUCTURE
3.1 Learning objectives
3.2 Introduction
3.3 Defining Media Imperialism
3.4 Dimensions of Cultural Imperialism
Check Your Progress

3.1Learning objectives
After completion of this unit the learner will able to understand;
 Cultural Imperialism and global media
 Media imperialism

3.2 Introduction
Globalization is a highly biased issue, as can be seen from the anti-capitalist riots that
have routinely accompanied meetingsof world leaders in recent years. For many,
globalization is symbolic of the power of capitalism to dominate the world. This is
specifically clear since the fall of communism, in the Eastern Europe following the
disintegration of the Soviet Union in 1991. The power of the western world,
particularly the United States, to dominate the world economically and culturally is one
of the bench marks of the beginning of the twenty first century in the period which is
known as late capitalism.
In media studies, globalization, usually, is identified through the concept of “media
imperialism”. Media imperialism is the domination of other countries, through the
export of media products and their attendant ideologies to other countries. This export
process is often in the hands of a small number of multinationals companies that
operate across national boundaries. Such multi nationals or conglomerates are able to
operate outside, and in some cases above, the control of national governments.
The power of these companies to export their products across the world has been
strengthened by technological advancements; satellite technology for instance, permits
the dissemination of media products across national boundaries.
It is no longer possible to regulate the entry of media products into a country by strictly
patrolling its border satellite signals can be beamed into a country directly, making it
much harder for governments to determine the media products that their people are able
to use.
Many see globalization as a negative force that ultimately destroy the cultural identity
of individual countries, bombarding them with American media output. Even some of
the highly affluent European nations are susceptible to this process, sometimes known
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as “McDonaldisation”. In France for instance, there have been concerted efforts by the
government to fight this process inorder to protect the French cultural production. The
best-known example of this attempt is the imposition of a limit onthe number of
English pop songs that French music stations are permitted to play.
The countries most vulnerable to the globalisation are of course, the poor countries
which may not able to fight of the invasion of the western culture wholesale. However,
there is evidence of resistance. Islamic fundamentalism can be seen as a form of
resistance to cultural imperialism by some developing countries. In fact, some Islamic
commentators would put forth argument that there is a danger that the voice of the West
is so powerful that western nations have been able to define the nature of Islam itself.

3.3 Defining Media Imperialism
Sean Redmund provides a brief but insightful overview of the nature of media
imperialism by offering us a definition of it. He also looks, at typical American
television series „Bay watch‟ and considers how such a programme might impact upon
national identities.
Media imperialism according to Redmund canbe defined in the following ways:
1.
Media imperialism involves the global domination of media products by a small
number of western transnational media conglomerates. These conglomerates own and
control much of the technical and research expertise, the technologies involved in
transmitting media texts, and the production and distribution of networks that wire the
world.
A UNESCO compiled table (1989) of the complete turn over of the 78 largest
multimedia companies give a sense of this. The table showed that not even one of these
companies came from the developing world, and that many of the company‟s revenues
out stripped the gross national product (GNP) of the Third world nations clear evidence
of economic scale and monopoly power.
2.
Media imperialism involves the global imposition of commodified western
media products over what are seen as the fragile and vulnerable traditional culture of
particularly, the developing countries. This relationship has been referred as the “coreperiphery model”, where information, news and entertainment are seen to flow “from
the west to the rest". The (developing countries) are unable to resist or reply to this
domination because of power and resource inequalities. Such power and resource
inequalities are played out in the global television syndicated market. The table (source
-variety 28 Sept – 4 oct 1998)below gives the average rates paid by international
broadcasters for the right to broadcast American movies, dramas and situation
comedies:
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Country

Movies
(Dollars)

Dramas
(Dollar)

Sitcoms
(Dollars)

Germany

300,000

20,000

60,000

Canada

100,000

50,000

35,000

Mexico

18,000-20,000

9000

1500-4000

New Zealand

12,000-18,000

4500-5000

2,500

Russia

5000

4000

3000

Brazil

4000

2000

1000

Egypt

3000

1,500

650

India

2000

1000

500-750

What this table shows, it can be argued, is that generally the poorer a country,the less
they are charged for US television products, to the extent, finally, where the fee is
nominal (see India's charges).
American companies can afford to this because the production costs have already been
paid for “in country”.Poorer countries syndicate the shows because there is often a
waiting and expectant domestic market for the programmes, and the production budgets
that they have are often not big enough to produce original local programming and so
buying American is cost-effective or, in fact the only real choice available to them.
Redmond writes that this „buying American‟ also actually contributes to a vicious loop.
Developing countries do not have enough money to invest intheir own programming
and they buy American, so technical, creative and production resources are laid waste;
domestic market becomes flooded with American products and the local audiences
become ever more familiar with these products and demand them as part of their
television experience. And so, as the loop turns again poorer countries syndicate the
shows, because buying American is cost effective or the only real choice available and
this goes on and on until, with demand high and broadcasters reliant on this
programming, American producers control the supply and demand of their products,
raising prices or bundling programme packages together.
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3.
Media imperialism involves the global transmission of what argued to be
homogenized and low-quality western cultures a mass culture broadcasting wall- towall Bay watch which threaten to flatten out all cultural distinctions, the existence of
what are argued to be rich and culturally diverse world/national/regional cultures.
If we draw againon Marie Gillespie's research on Asian teenagers in Southall we find:
“It is perhaps no wonder that they turn to a third alternative space of fantasy and
identification: they draw on utopian images of America to construct a position of
„world teenager‟ which transcends those available in British and Indian cultures".
4.
Media imperialism involves the global transmission of a dominant western
ideology that both naturalises the western way of life as the only life worth having, and
fetishizes its democraticas the only life worth structures, social relationships and
lifestyles.
The globally syndicated Bay watch perpetuates a whole set of western cultural myths
about individualism and individuality, morality and community, love and bonding. The
sex and surf life styles, the free and easy behaviour are far removed for example, from
traditional Indian/Hindu culture where duty and honour as religious faith are sacred.
What happens, therefore, to Indian identity (or any national identity, when Bay watch
goes global? The answer, for some critics, is that the local is annihilating in the fall of
the onslaught of the global.
Another consequence, arguably, is that the push “go global” affects the content and the
organisation of the media in hostnation states. In terms of Britain, the form and content
of television news, it is argued, have been “Dumbed down", while public service,
broadcasting has been said to have been decimated as British television has adopted the
commercial imperatives and new technologies of much of the global media.
(Sean Redmond, defining media Imperialism: Interpreting Institutions, Auteur, 2001)
Problems in seeing globalisation as cultural Imperialism
Philip Rayner, Peter wall and Stephen Kruger in their book „Media Studies‟-The
Essential Resource write that globalization and cultural imperialism are seen readily as
one-way process moving from west to East. This movement is symbolized by the
power of American multinational media companies such as AOL/Time Warner or
Disney, to dominate the markets of their world countries, with their export.
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In his book, Television, Globalization and Cultural Identities (1999), Chris Barker
argues that there are certain problems inherent in seeing globalisationas cultural
imperialism:
“It is not necessarily the case that the global flows of cultural discourse are any longer
constituted as one-way traffic from west to east and north to south, this is not
necessarily to be understood a form of domination. It is unclear that globalization is
simplya process of homogenization since the forces of fragmentation and hybridity is
equally strong”.
Christ Barker supports this argument by looking at South African culture. Not only is
English the main language in a country that has manylanguages, but European culture
is evident throughout South Africa in "architecture, music, food, film and television”.
However, in terms of music, Barker highlights two examples which, he argues
complicate the idea of simple cultural imperialism:
1.
A quarter from Soweto that plays European chamber music under pinned by
African rhythms.
2.
A group called "Prophets of Da city” that take American hip hop and rap music
and give it an American slant.
Both take non-African musical forms and give them an African twist to create a form of
hybridisation which is now being exported to the west. Barker also points out that rap,
which is thought of as an American musical genre, canbe traced back to West African
music and the impact of slavery.
Barker takes a detailed look at the way in which the television market has been
globalised. He points out that in 1995 there were in excess of 850 million television sets
in more than 160 countries watched by a global audience of 2.5 billion (2,500 crore)
people. In the previous decade, it was the developing world where the number of sets
grew more quickly with a three fold increase in Africa and Asia.

3.4 Dimensions of Cultural Imperialism
Prof. Robert Mckenzie, writes that sometimes referred to also as „cultural hegemony‟,
cultural imperialism is one of the main criticisms of globalisation and has been
advanced in varying degrees of severity by a host of scholars that includes Herbert
Schiller in communication and Cultural Domination (1976), Jeremy Tunstall in „The
media are American‟ (1977), Nicholas Garnham in „Capitalism and Communication‟
(1990) and Peter Golding and Phil Harris in Beyond „Cultural Imperialism‟ (1977).
Such scholars argue that culture in less media savvy countries, is being diluted by
culture represented in the media content imported from media-savvy countries.
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McKenizuses the term culture to mean rituals, styles and language that have historical
longevity in a country.
Scholars who take a hard-linecriticise what they see as a replacement of the domestic
culture of a country by a culture in the media from a foreign country.
Aspects of a domestic culture are said to succumb to an imported culture if the
imported media represents an in appropriate volume inrelation to domestically
produced media. The main forces behind the media invasion are said to be foreign
governments and global conglomerates seeking to expand markets for their products
and ideas, to foreign audiences and to government leaders. To do this, they export
media that cultivates values which promote an acceptance of the products and ideas
they wish to market.
Some scholars have discussed cultural imperialism as a kind of „electronic colonialism',
a phrase that plays off classic colonialism. The old or classic type of colonialism
involved a combination of military, political and business strategies deployed by such
European nations as England, Spain, Holland, Portugal and France in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries.
In contrast to that kind of colonialism, the new type of electronic colonialism said less
conspicuous begins with the combination of a desire by the third world countries to
stimulate their domestic media offerings, and a desire by media conglomerates and
advertisers to sell produce and services to foreign markets. These two factors lead to
activities that facilitate electronic colonialism. One activity has been the gifting or
discounting of equipment and old programme content. As television and radio networks
in the rich countries have updated their technology, they have sought to sell their, old
equipmentor give it away to broadcasters in developing countries, as a tax write-off.
Many programmes which were aired as a new series in the originating country and has
been re-run for several years and may be even decades, it is broadcast in developing
countries which gradually dilute indigenous cultural traditions and traditions of the
foreign culture represented by the imported and outdated media content are fostered.
A second level of cultural imperialism had to do with what is seen as invasion of
current media.The criticism is, aimed mostly but not entirely at western media. The
main invaders are said to be the television genres of sitcoms dramas, movies, reality
shows and music television, the music genre of pop format; and Hollywood films. The
arguments run that people living in heavy media importing countries are naturally
curious about how people livein countries that have visibility in global information
flow.Naturally, these audiences satisfy their curiosity by accessing imported media
from the high-profile countries. However, in so doing an incremental but steady process
takes place - particularly among younger audience members who are more opento
change whereby people in the importing country begin to dress, talk and act like those
portrayed in the foreign media. In other words, domestic audiences gradually discard
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their own cultural traditions – often subconsciously – as they emulate attributes of
foreign cultures.
A few examples that illustrate the phenomenon of a culture being invaded by imported
media are:
• use of the term “I' hamburges" by French people speaking, French, when there is
no direct translation for that word in French.
• the widespread wearing of hip-hop clothing (baggy pants, backwards baseball caps
etc.) incountries and regions where mainly traditional clothing has been worn.
• the presence of brands like McDonald's, Burgerking, pizzahut, Kentucky Fried
Chicken (KFC) outlet sand other fast-food restaurants in almost every major city,
where previously take-out food was sold only by local venders.
Proponents of cultural imperialism, like writer Prof Mckenzię argue that these
examples are indicative of an overall trend in the world toward a monolithic,
westernised culture, which is being promoted primarily by western media exports.
A third level of cultural imperialism has to do with conventions used in the production
of media content, the argument there is that some countries import not only the content
of media produced in foreign countries but also the ways in which content is produced
and shaped. Production and distribution conventions include the financing of media
production operations (e.g., advertising revenue), the scheduling of television
programmes(e.g., television shows beginning exactly at: 00:30 on the hour); the layout
of newspaper copy(e.g., hard news followed by soft news followed by sports); the
length of a radio song (e.g., less than five minutes), and so on. Critics warn that
importing foreign media content leaves domestic media operators vulnerable to
importing production conventions – such as plot development, camera angles, and
advertising breaks - that automatically accompany the imported media.
Cultural imperialism critics focus muchon USA and the UK. The USA receives the
bulk of criticism because itexports more media content than any other country in the
world. However, the UK is also signed out as a spreader of cultural, imperialism
because it distributes media content across the globe through a network of countries
that formerly were its colonies.
In addition to both countries role in exporting media content, both countries also play a
significant role in training media producers, especially from developing countries. In
essence, critics believe the USA and the UK leveraged this heightened international
media presence unfairly through reduced economy-of-scale costs that less developed
countries and non-English speaking countries cannot match. Other critics, as
represented in war, media and Propaganda (2004), edited by Yahya R. Kamalipour and
Nancy Snow argue that information dominance of global information flow is part of a
comprehensive political, economic and military strategy by America and England.
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One counter criticism to cultural imperialism‟s focus on the USA and UK is that the
market acceptance of media content and models of media operation from the USA and
UK is merely the result of these countries winning a global business competition. In
other words, media companies based in North America and Great Britainare offering
services that people in other countries prefer rather than the options available in their
own countries.
Another counter criticism goes to say that countries importing media from America and
England have the ability to absorb pieces of external culture without losing their own
cultural foundations. As long as, domestic cultures are robust and well established, any
traditions accepted by society alongside the importation of media content are said to
attainonly secondary status in relation to native traditions.
On the larger scale, those who counter negative appraisals of the overall process of
globalisation argue that what is happening around the world is merely a natural
revolution of cultures meshing together as the globe continues to accommodate
population growth. These critics argue that in such an evolutionary context old ways of
doing things will naturally be replaced by new ways of doing things. According to this
viewpoint, therefore, countries that import foreign media content are merely witnessing,
changes on the part of people who are open to change and who want to be more
integrated with a world culture rather than to remain part of a narrow culture derived
from a local country or region.
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Check Your Progress
1. What do you mean by Globalization?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
2. Define the term Media Imperialism?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
3. What do you understand by cultural imperialism?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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Unit-4: Homogenization; Global/ Local (Globalization)
4.0 UNIT STRUCTURE
4.1 Learning objectives
4.2 Introduction
4.3 Homogenization of Media
4.3.1 A conservative Economic Strategy
4.4 Media Content: Homogeneity and Heterogeneity
4.4.1 Homogenization and Cultural Fragmentation
4.4.2 Homogenization and Fragmentation of Social And Ethnic Groups
4.5 Local to Global(Glocalization)
4.5.1 Cultural Diffusion and Convergence
4.5.2 Cultural Hegemony and Colonialism
4.6 Global to Local
4.6.1 Cultural Hybridization
4.6.2 Cultural Branding
4.6.3 Cultural Knowledge
Check Your Progress

4.1 Learning Objectives
After completion of this unit the learner will able to understand;
 Homogenization of Media
 Diffrence between homogenity and hetroginity of media content
 Local and Global

4.2 Introduction
One of the challenges facing intercultural scholars is a changing understanding of
cultural boundaries in societies characterised by emerging forms of economic and
cultural globalization. The „global village‟ described by McLuhan in the1960s,
represents only a partial social reality of the world we in habit today. As Adams and
Carfagna, (2006) write „Globalization is making the world truly round, because it is
bringing all humanity into a single eco-system of embedded overlapping networks.
Borders, boundaries delimitations and walls of all sorts are slowly giving way to the
compelling force of integration and interdependence. Indeed, our global village is
becoming increasingly, interconnected at political, economic, cultural, social and even
personal levels.
Yet, as Skalli (2006) points out, all these inter connections are embedded in a system of
inherent differences. At one end of the economic scale, cosmopolitan elites work and
study in different countries, mastering multiple languages and moving seamlessly
between cultural contexts. Atthe other end, ethnic minorities are trying to find ways to
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preserve elements of their own cultural practice while adjusting to the cultures of their
host countries.
In the internet era media content – once subject limits imposed by both legal regimes
and transportation technology - now circulates around the globe at the speed of light.
Mass cultural products such as Latin American „tele novel as', Egyptian melodramas,
Arab realityTV and televised Hindu epics, have generated passionate global debates
about politics, international wars, women, liberation, global understanding, and
possibilities for cultural hybridity. Global trends of homogenisation and local processes
of fragmentation suggest multiple ways in which the global and local cultural realms
are connected.
Global employment of media technologies has enormous potential to facilitate cultural,
social and political communication and understanding. For instance, transnational
media corporations create programming templates that can becustomised to individual
countries.
The internationally successful TV show franchises such as 'Biggest Loser‟ or „Who
wants to be a Millionaire?‟ add local interest to Standard formats by recruiting cast
members from countries in which they are broadcast. An example of this type of
„glocalization', the TV show „Temptation Island' was filmed on the same island in shifts
– each shift was devoted toa different country and its associated cast members.
These changes do not mean that culturaldifferences are being eradicated and that
thewhole world is subsumed into one global culture.They do however, mean that
cultures arecirculating in new and different ways andthat people are likely to reflect
more andmore about their similarities and differences. This is a time inwhich cultural
hybridization, a new cultural form that combines elements from othercultures, is
proliferating. It is also a timewhen an understanding of interculturalcommunication is
even more important, but isbecoming increasingly complicated.

4.3 Homogenization of Media
Some scholars of economics and media professionals conclude that the increasing
concentration and media ownership leads to an incredible amount of sameness or
homogenisation of media products and services around theworld. The sameness begins
with smaller companies being bought by larger global media conglomerates, leading to
aprocess of consolidation. Computer software companies, such as Netscape have been
bought by and absorbed by global media conglomerates such as Time Warner;
independent newspapers such as The Sun have been bought by conglomerates such as,
Rupert Murdoch's media corporation, television networks such as the Black
Entertainment Network (BET) have been bought by conglomerates such as Viacom,
and so on. These former companies were significant media companies in their own
right, but part of larger conglomerates, they largely serve as brands that take on a wider
corporate strategy. So, it is obvious that one result of the rise of media conglomerates is
homogenization.
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4.3.1 A conservative economic strategy
Regardless of where researches stand, there in general agreement that the fundamental
shake up in the media industry has extended programmes and publications with much
sameness to the new parts of the world.
Examples of formulas that can be used to illustrate how certain media products are
homogenized across the world include:
 Newspaper layouts that divide the paper into “sections” placed in the following
order: Current Events, Hard News, Features, Local News, sports Business etc.
 Radio formats that air only top selling pop songs, and the feature fast-talking
deejays often cracking predictable jokes.
 Television reality showson which contestants are gradually eliminated, and on
which some contestants even engage in romance.
 Internet web pages with common links such as “about us”, and “contact us”.
Prof.Mckenzie writes that, behind a conglomerate's design and distribution of media
products and services that end up being homogeneous is a conservative economic
strategy that seeks to maximize profit through proven formulas in the design of content
rather than risk the failure of a unexpected smaller audience as a result of ground
breaking.
What is often difficult to recognize in a homogenize media environment is that the idea
for media content available domestically may have originated in aforeign country or at
a sister company that is owned by the same conglomerate. For, example, the realitybased talent show „Pop Idol‟ on which judge the contestants was developed for a UK
audience by Bertelsmann production on house Fremantle media. Ironically the show
did not air on Channel 5 which is partly own by Bertelsmann, but on competing
Channel 4, because it had a bigger general audience than Channel 5.
Then after pop Idol's successful run in the UK, RA News corporations Fox Network
bought a license to broadcast a similar formula of the show to the US domestic
audience under the modified title „American Idols‟. Afterwards Sony brought the
Indian Idol to Indian television viewers. Similarly, Sony brought the BBC‟s „who wants
to be a millionaire‟ to Indian small screen viewers with the modified title 'Kaun Banega
Crore Pati" with the median millennium film star Amitabh Bachchan as its host. Also
the hit reality programme „BIG BOSS‟, aired over Colors channel. There are many such
examples. We will discuss the Indian adaptation of global programmes in the next
block.
Sometimes the packaging of media content so closely mirrors the original content that
only the actors, some of the props and afew colloquialisms are changed, who add
difference of treatment to the shows.
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4.4 Media content: Homogeneity, and Heterogeneity
There two ways of conceptualising therelationship between global and local media.One
way posits that the media content flows from „theWest to the Rest‟, resulting in a
globalhomogeneity of products, life styles, cultures identities, tastes andattitudes. For
example, television programming not only offers entertainmentbut also reflects the
sheer power andinfluence of global corporate culture. It shapes lifestyles and values and
replaces lost traditional institutions, communities, clans, family, authority etc.
The mass marketing of culture now takes placethrough satellite cables, mobile phones,
walkmans, VCDs and DVDs. All over the world, people of all ages are exposed to the
same music, sportingthe events, soap operas, and lifestyles.
Young people in the so-called „Third world‟ countries are the largest consumers of the
global culture. The success in sending global information has perhaps an unintended,
negative effect: the same media that inform globally also dominate globally.Some
observers see the media as a support system for one culture to dominate another culture
- an uneven process called hegemony (Jandt, 2007); the argument is that the mass
media can colonize the thinking and values of a specific society.
Global media flows bring about hybridization (Kraidy, 2005). This process and impact
of media convergence and globalization can be seen in a number of transnational
television channels launched in the past few years. Manyof these channels seek to
target ethnic groups beyond their national borders for instance, CBC TV(Greek Cypriot
Satellite Television) broadcasts in Greek; Zee TV broadcasts in Hindi across Asia; Med
Tvtargets Kurdish population in Europe; MBC, Al-Jazeera, TRT and Al-Arabiya
broadcast in Arabic in the middle East and North Africa that is watched by Arabs
around the world, and TRT-INT targets the Turkish population across Europe.
While the Television channels become the agent for a new global corporate vision,
Internet technology also contributes to the hybridization of culture byconnecting people
across the world.The global village in cyber space is posited by scholars as a modern
Atlantis, where men and women can make choices offered by a free-market economy
and consumer culture.
However, by the same means, the computer age also introduces subtle damage. Like
video, film and global entertainment, the Internet has the potential to be a substitute for
human interactions, community and civic life as adults and children alike, spend
increasing hours surfing, chatting and shopping online. We, today, live in a media
saturated world.
4.4.1 Homogenization and Cultural Fragmentation
There are two tendencies associated with globalization: the overcoming of cultural or
economic difference, known as homogenisation and new forms of cultural
fragmentation and innovation. The dialectic between them is deflected by the cultures
themselves as well as by people living in culturally diverse societies.
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Globalization generally refers to an accelerated interconnectivity in the economic,
social, political, cultural and even personal aspects of life. Today, almost everywhere
we can see the familiar signs of an independent economy (Lustig and Koester, 2010). It
is hard to avoid products from international electronics from Vietnam or the movies
from North America.
However, the suggestion that the spread of Western globalization means that we need
to be less attained to cultural differences is misguided. On the one hand, the forms of
isolation, and insulation that once nurtured cultural uniqueness is tough, thanks to
increasing economic and political inters dependence and the spread of transport and
communication technologies that shrink space and transmit culture. On the other hand,
these same tendencies generate unique and culturally distinctive responses and
enhanced opportunities for the expression and circulation of culture specific products.
Satellite television; for instance, enable people around the world to remain in
instantaneous contact, so that viewers in one hemisphere can watch real-time events
unfolding in the other parts of the world. At thesame time, new information and
communication technologies (ICTs)are making it possible for indigenous cultures to
create their own media outlets and products, to circulate them widely and to create
connections with other indigenous people who may share the same political and social
concerns. These same ITCs also make it possible for diasporic communities to maintain
close ties with their countries of origin, even if they are living at the heart of their new
cultures.
The dialectic homogenisation and fragmentation can be described as engagement
versus isolationism, or globalism versus nationalism (Lustig and Koestger, 2010).
Economic interdependence sustains engagement and globalism. For example, in almost
every country we can find signs of McDonald‟s, KFC, Pizza Hut, Toyota, Sony, Nestle
and Coca-Cola, all contributing to globalism and the homogenization of culture.
Never the less, the desire to preserve cultural uniqueness promotes isolation is and
nationalism. Nations may take measures to protect their local economies from foreign
products. For example, when a cyclone destroyed many banana plantations in Austria
in 2007 the prices of bananas increased greatly owing to this local shortage of the
banana supply. Then, to safeguard the local economy regulations were issued to
prohibit the importation of cheap bananas from overseas.
Nations may also protect their people from the perceived effects of beliefs, values,
norms and social practices coming from the exposure to alien cultural products. This
type of isolation is illustrated by the censorship of movies imported from foreign
countries. For instance, the film „A clock work Orange‟ by the American film director
Stanley Kubrick was banned in the UK in the 1972, because the filmwas claimed to
incite copycat violence.
Different countries may add their innovations tomass cultural products as a way of
preserving their national characteristics. For instance, music is readily marketed as a
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commercial product across cultural borders but it is modulated, adapted and
transformed as it travels around the world. Rap music which started in AfricanAmerican neighbourhoods in the US, has been taken up in avariety of countries such as
Japan, Germany and South Africa, with each culture adding its innovations to the
original style.
Globalisation, then, acts dialectically: on the one hand, there is a growing inter
connectedness; on the other, there is a rise in deep-seated xenophobia and nationalistic
sentiments.
4.4.2 Homogenization and fragmentation of social and ethnic groups
We find ourselves leaving in a world of increasing cultural mobility. Modern means of
transportation and technology make travel faster and easier. As Edwards and Usher
(2008) note, what in the past would have taken months tomove around the globe by a
ship, today is accomplished in hours or even seconds. Moreover, thanks tothe Internet,
people find themselves moving among different cultures, without leaving home, or
staying immersed in their home cultures even after theyhave geographically located
elsewhere.
At the same time, the uneven diffusion of technology and the uneven characteristics of
Western globalisation may create new forms of social and cultural stratifications
between those who participate in an increasingly transnational economy and those who
still live and work under more traditional conditions.
Those living intraditional communities may feel shocked and threatened by products of
contemporary consumer culture, those living in the capitals of our consumerism may
find their own values and practices challenged by more traditional cultures. These
issues make the dynamics of global and local nexus more complex.
Scholarly discussions about global versus local or about homogenization and
fragmentation of cultures, are moving away from a black and white view as people
recognize that cultural experience is both unified beyond localities and fragmented
withinthem (Skalli, 2006). Despite the presence of global economy and mass cultural
products, people still interpret what they see orhave by drawing upon their local values,
beliefs and norms.
Thus, at the same time, we recognize the far-reaching effects of technological, societal
and economic forces, we also need to recognize that all the messages that, we
experience are interpreted through the meaning system of culture(Lustig and Koester,
2010). In focusing on the cultural dimensions of the integrations/fragmentation
dialectic, we do not dissociate the economic and political aspects to or from the rest of
the cultural realm. Rather, we view them through the lenses of culture and maintain
their importance in the cultural prism.
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4.5 Global/ Local (Glocalization)
From local to Global
In the twentieth century Tiny Carter, the 39th President of the United States said that:
we have become not a melting pot, but a beautiful mosaic. Different people, different
beliefs, different earnings, different hopes, different dreams.
In the twenty first century, however, the world can no longer be viewed as a mosaic
with distinct parts (Coopet et al, 2007). At a slow pace, cultures are changing, merging
into one another. It is crucial to understand the dynamic interplay between localities
and globalities around the world.
4.5.1 Cultural Diffusion and Convergence
Through an interaction between cultures, one culture may learn and adopt certain
practices from the other. Cultural diffusion happens when a culture learns or adopts a
new idea from another culture or cultures.
Products can carry cultural values; many products represent a particular national
identity and hence become cultural icons. An icon is a symbol that is idolized in a
culture or is employed to represent it. For instance, McDonalds represents the value
placed on standardization, efficiency and control in American culture. Koalas and
Kangaroos represent Australia to many as a friendly, care free and relaxed country.
It is believed that the receiving culture can unconsciously or uncritically absorb the
values being transmitted through iconic products, for instance, fast food has become an
integral part of life in China since it opened up to the world in the 1980s. The concept
of efficiency, standardization, and quantification which are the values of western
cultures are infusing it into Chinese culture, where harmony balance, and perfection
used to be valued traditionally. Similarly, Chinese food, KFC dishes, McDonald's,
Pizza Hut, Pepsi Coca-Cola and potato finger-chips are quite popular in India.
The increased sharing of information and agreement on mixing west with the east leads
to „cultural convergence‟. While the diffusion model focuses on what one culture does
to another, the convergence model focuses on the relationship between individuals and
groups of people who share information and converge over time toward a greater
degree of mutual agreement (Jandt, 2007). In Russia, where dozens of McDonalds
outlets have been opened, the company has to respond to local practices and cultivate
local interests.
In addition to positioning itself by emphasizing its novelty and efficiency, McDonald
cultivates an image of ordinariness, a place where ordinary people work and
dine.Collective responsibility is very important in Russian culture, and so McDonalds is
also establishing itself as a responsible member of local communities by sponsoring
sports events and making donations to children's programmes. Consumption practices
in Russia, not just of food, are being transformed. Hence, a globalization of products
encourages the local to become global, which leads to cultural convergence.
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4.5.2 Cultural Hegemony and Colonialism
Some nations perceive the increasing popularity of culturally iconic products
particularly those from the west, as a form of 'cultural hegemony‟ or the structurally
enabled predominant influence of one culture over another.
For example, the French resistance to any of the linguistic influences of English is well
documented in the literature, as are Japan's resistance to American movies and India‟s
resistance to certain foreign products.
When products travel from one culture to another, they transmit cultural values, to the
receiving culture and change people'sa life. For example, Coca-Cola is seen as a
symbol of modernity and westernization in China, particularly among the young
people. Private ownership of cars was not popular in China in the 1980s. However,
since the 1990s, a car has become more and more of a „necessity‟ for business people,
government officials and families but as a status symbol rather than as a means of
transportation. The ownership of foreign cars in particular, shows the status of the
owner. Toyota, Audi, Ford and Hyundai are among the popular foreign models.
In addition, imported televisions, cameras, mobile phones, refrigerators, washing
machines and cosmetic products, among others all play a role in westernizing the
traditional Chinese ways of thinking and living.
Contacts between cultures may also lead to „cultural colonialism‟. At the core of
cultural colonialism is the concept of „othering‟ predominantly used to refer to
stereotypical images of non-white population (Jandt, 2007). For example, when
European seafarers discovered and colonized the Hawaiian Islands, they labelled the
Hawaiian population as „the other‟ on the basis of their not being civilized by European
standards. Similarly, in Australia, the Aborigines by Anglo-Saxon Australians as not
evolved or civilized.
Khat et al. (1999) argue that colonialism continues in many ways, including domination
via mass media.The mass media, are not value free, but carry important cultural values.
They shape our perception of events and groups of people by providing diet of news
and entertainment to people in dispersed a staple-locations. The negative portrayal of
the Muslim community in newspapers, for example, plays an important role in shaping
our perception of the ethnic group, reinforcing stereotypes and shaping the lines
between „us‟ and „them‟.

4.5 Global to Local
Globalization brings changes to every respect ofour life. However, local customs and
traditions justdo not fade away when global cultural productsacross borders come in.
4.6.1 Cultural Hybridization
The transmission of cultural values and transformationof the lives of the people via
cultural products depends on how well these products are received by the local people
cultures.
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Cultural hybridization refers to a new cultural form that combines the elements of other
cultures. For years, business people and corporations have devoted huge amounts of
resources to adapting global products to local needs. For example, the McDonalds
menu in New Delhi does not contain beef patties, to keep with local beliefs. In Japan
McDonalds serves soup and fried to cater to Japanese, eating habits.
4.6.2 Cultural Branding
An important aspect of global local process is a phenomenon called „branding‟, where
by business entities and nations position themselves and their products as globally
familiar. A brand is usually understood as the association of a product on service with a
symbolic image that acknowledge credit, as well as additional value to a product.
International brands, competing in global market place such as Nestle, have to
differentiate themselves from one another. Brand is something in the minds of
consumers that motivates them to choose one product over another or to pay more for a
product they otherwise do.
Brands are also capable of evoking beliefs and emotions and prompting behaviours. For
example, in 1998, the British „Cool Britannia‟ campaign attempted to move Great
Britain away from its traditional image of queen, rain, remoteness, and arrogance
towards a „cool‟ image other examples of cultural branding include attempts to globally
branda national image and transform it into commodities. Colombia is branded as „cafe
de Colombia‟. Switzerland is powerfully represented by its delicious chocolates and
cheese. Brazil is promoted by samba dancing, carnivals, magic, sports, adventure and
music. Singaporeis known as a country „So easy to Enjoy‟; Poland has the Natural
choices‟;„etc. Such cultural branding encourages the employment of a marketable
representation of difference, which emphasizes its local distinctiveness and even
exoticism.
4.6.3 Cultural Knowledge
The inter connectivity bring about by globalization meant that we must be capable of
with global knowledge, situating world events in our local, geographic, political,
historic, environmental and cultural context.
The instantaneous media coverage of events across the globe has reinforced the
important role that the mass media play in international polities. Terms such as „the
CNN effect' have become useful to explain how technologies can deprive international
politicians of time for careful deliberation. Never the less, as the self-proclaimed world
news leader ENN has its local imitators as well.
Global issues including climate change, energy emission, international trade poverty,
sustainable development, peace, emigration and health are interpreted differently
people in different of those global issues will facilitate our intercultural communication.
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Along with the changes brought about by globalization, ICTs is the need for us to
redefine personal and cultural identities. At the same time, people see themselves as
global citizens', they identify them selves by a nation or a local community. The
conceptualization of in identity as multiple and fluid and changing according to
situational characteristics, rather than a fixed product, gives people more freedom to
define themselves along narrower categories. Similarly, while global cultural icons
invoke a western cultural homogenization, these symbols at the same time may trigger
a stronger desire for local cultures to form into distinctive communities and maintain
their local traditions.
In this sense, the more global our society becomes, the more provincial our attitudes
may become. The balance between global and local, when we view it through a cultural
prism, occurs along a continuum rather than as an all-or-none phenomenon. Therefore,
we cannot escape building up our cultural knowledge selection if we are to function in
both global and local contexts.
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Check Your Progress
1. Describe homoginization of media?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
2. Define cultural globalization?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
3. What is the term Glocalization?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
4. What do you mean by cultural branding?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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